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Meeting Highlights
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 On Tuesday, April 8th, the WFRC club convened 
the last winter meeting until October at the Monticello 
Middle School. 
 Attendance consisted of the 3 club officers and 6 
members. 
 The meeting was called to order at 7:09 PM by club 
vice president Mark Shobe. Meeting minutes for the 
March meeting were approved as published in the 
April newsletter without additions or corrections.
 Much of the meeting was spent laying out the 
schedule of activities for the phases of the runway 
addition at the Montissippi Park field this spring. 
Because of the vast scope of this project there will be 
no separate spring cleanup of the field. The runway 
project was broken into 4 phases for the purpose of 
assigning dates and club members to coordinate and 
participate in each phase. 
 The first phase to layout the runway footprint at the 
appropriate position on the field will occur on April 
21st. John Kossieck, Wayne Vandenboom and Leo 
Davids will be the core work group to do this phase. 
 The second phase of the runway project will be to 
kill all the vegetation on the runway layout with 
Roundup Herbicide. Wayne Vandenboom will 
coordinate the effort. He will either try to employ the 
assistance of Tom Springer who has spray equipment 
or else rent the equipment and have John Kossieck use 
his ATV to power and pull the sprayer. 
 A week to two after the Roundup spray is applied, 
the third phase of the project will commence. This 
will be the ground prep for the runway matting. Dave 

Martin will be bringing his landscaping equipment to 
the field to till, rake, grade and pack the the base under 
the matting. The tentative date picked for this is May 
3rd. There hopefully can be further equipment and 
manpower assistance for this phase from Bruce Plant 
and John Kossieck. 
 The final phase of laying down the runway matting 
which is a labor intensive operation would commence 
the weekend after the landscaping is completed. So this 
would fall somewhere from May 10th to June 1st. Leo 
Davids was assigned to coordinate this phase.
 Mark Shobe made a proposal to entice new 
members for the club. His concept is to offer a 
package deal of membership dues and training for a 
flat fee. The training part would allow the new member 
to use a club supplied airplane with radios and 
instructor to get the new member soloed. After that 
the new member could transition to flying his own 
aircraft and acquire all the equipment that he needed to 
continue in the hobby. Mark would coordinate the 
program and look to the club members to donate a 
club training electric aircraft, radios with buddy boxes 
and volunteer as instructors. The program would 
designate a regular weekly training time where the club 
equipment and instructors would be available for any 
members in training to attend.
 Mark would like to hear from members in our club 
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with the resources to support this program before the 
summer begins so he can publicize it both at the 
Montissippi Park field and the local hobby shops. His 
phone number is in the club officers section in the 
back of  the newsletter.
 Mark Shobe presented the tentative dates for the 
club events this season. He has offered to share the 
work of the Crow River Club float fly scheduled for 
May 31th. We then want to schedule club picnic flies at 
our field for June 14th, July 19th and August 23rd, 
closing out with a float fly at Lake Orono on Sept 20th
Needless to say Mark needs lots of help to actually put 
on each of the events, so he is waiting expectantly for 
volunteers to step forward.
 The meeting was adjourned at 8:37 PM

Show & Tell
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary

 Mark Shobe updated us with his progress of the 
scratch build P-51 Mustang he brought to the previous 
meeting. His progress consisted of the glassing of the 
aircraft with light fiberglass cloth using water based 
polyurethane as the glassing agent. He has begun the 
tedious process of filling and priming the glassed 
surface to a smooth even finish. His efforts so far have 
been not to his satisfaction and the consensus was he 
needs to take down his fill and priming with a large 
wet sanding block to effectively level out the low and 
high spots.  

Upcoming Events
Pinewood Elementary School Hobby Day - On 
Tuesday, May 13th, the Monticello Community Center 
will host their annual Senior Hobby Day for 600+ 
students from the Pinewood Elementary School. The 
students come to the Community Center in groups of 
30-50 at a time throughout the day from about 9 AM 

to 2 PM. Leo Davids will represent the RC aircraft 
hobby and the WFRC Club with a display with some 
interactive items for the students to try. The large 
meeting/banquet room at the Community Center is 
set up with numerous other presenters of crafts and 
hobbies for the students to view. If you are interested 
in helping at our display we could use two or three 
people and all the old model airplane magazines that 
you could donate to give away to the students. Contact 
Leo Davids for more information.
Crow River Float Fly - CRRC club's Terry 
Splettstoszer is reviving their float fly event on the 
shores of Howard Lake. The event will be held on 
Saturday May 31st from 9 AM to 3 PM at the Lion's 
Park on the south side of the lake. The park entrance 
is just after turning right off US Highway 12 onto 
County Rd 7 coming into Howard Lake from the east. 
The journey is a ½ hour drive from Monticello or 
about 27 miles. All you need bring is a float plane and 
your AMA. A retrieval boat will be provided. Call 
Terry at 612-554-7336 for more info.
Big Sky Hobby Swap Meet - Make sure to join us 
for our spring swap meet on  Sunday, May 
18, 2014,  from 8am to noon. The store will be open 
and a complimentary brunch will be available inside. 
Plus, we'll be giving away some more great prizes! 
Don’t forget that we have a huge parking lot that goes 
all the way around the store. The store is located at 
3204 Federal Drive in Eagan.

WFRC Club Runway Project Progress
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 The first phase of the project, consisting of laying 
out the runway footprint on the field at Montissippi 
Park did go off as scheduled on April 21st. Wayne 
Vandenboon, John Kossieck and Leo Davids marked 
with stakes and strings the location of the 43ft. by 
280ft. runway. It sits on an east-west heading out about 
65 ft. out from the current wood-post line that 
separates the pits from the field. The runway has four 
10ft. wide by 15ft. long taxiways extending from its 
south edge. The new pilot flight-line will be about 
25ft. from the south edge of the runway and 40ft. 
north of the current wood-post line. The space 
between wood-post line and the new flight-line will 
become the pit area. The current pit area will become 
spectator and parking areas.
 Due to the cold and rainy weather, the second phase 
of the project, spraying the runway footprint to kill the 
grass/weeds was postponed until May 4th. Again, 
John, Wayne and Leo, with the help of John's ATV, 
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applied a number of coats of Roundup Herbicide on 
the areas where the runway mat is to go down. 
 The rental sprayer we used was marginally sized and 
low flow for the project so it took many passes to get 
near the application rate that was recommended for 
the Roundup. This herbicide works most effectively in 
above 60 degree temperature and sunny condition for 
it to absorb into the plants and kill them roots and all. 
It will be a week or more before we can tell if the 
spraying is effective enough to begin the next phase of 
the project, tilling, raking, grading and packing of the 
base for the runway mat. In particular, there were no 
signs of our old friends the dandelions that are long-
time residents of the field. It will be interesting to see 
if, as the Roundup kills what is currently growing, the 
dandelions manage to sneak in unmolested.
 Once we declare there is sufficient “scorched earth” 
for the project to proceed, we will need many bodies 
and a fair amount of powered equipment to start the 
critical phase of runway base preparation. So all of 
you members who are known to posses the earth 
movers that will be needed please stand by to be called 
to do your part. 

Some Beginner Tips
Author: Unknown, from http://www.skyrangersmodelflyers.com/
article.php?id=82
 Roll test steering in a driveway or basement. If it  
doesn't roll straight at home, it won't roll straight on a 
runway. Set control to the least sensitive position. 
 Put Monokote (or otherwise) small marks at the 
C.G. (Center of gravity) on the wing to indicate 
balance location. Makes it easy to check at field 
 Balancing laterally (side to side) will help aircraft 
track better in maneuvers. Hold at spinner and tail. 
Add wing tip weight as necessary. 
 Check receiver battery every 2-3 flights. Make a 
chart of how long you have flown vs. Voltage drop. 
Do not operate below 4.9 volts. 
 Always turn on transmitter 1st, receiver 2nd. Always 
turn off  receiver 1st, transmitter 2nd. 
 Range check your system before 1st flight every 
time out. This should be performed with engine 
running at both idle and full throttle. 
 When using the buddy box system, make sure both 
boxes are set identical. Never turn buddy box power 
"on"! 
 Remove transmitter neck straps when staring 
engines. 

 If you don't have a starter, at lease use a "chicken 
stick". Do not hit it against the propeller; start your 
flip with the stick next to it. (Touching) 
 Never jam a running starter onto the spinner. Back 
up the propeller, and place the starter cone against 
spinner before turning on. 
 When you start your engine, look at your watch and 
keep track of time. After flight, check fuel level to 
judge maximum available flight time. 
 Do not reach over propeller to adjust needle valve 
do it from the rear of the propeller. Do not position 
yourself (or others) to the side of a rotating blade. It 
could fail on run-up or kick up debris. 
 Taxi while holding "up elevator". 
 Fly with a copilot/spotter. 
 Never practice maneuvers at low altitude. Fly 2-3 
mistakes above the ground. 
 When trimming an aircraft in flight, trim only until it  
stops the incorrect movement. Trying to correct 
entirely will only put it out of trim to the opposite 
direction. 
 Most trainer aircraft will recover from unusual 
attitudes (mistakes) by killing the power and pulling up 
elevator (depending on altitude). Be ready to level out 
and apply power. 
 Remember, unless you are "dead stick", you do not 
have to land. If it's not right, go around. It's much 
easier, and safer, to do it over rather than try to salvage 
a bad approach. 
 If you get nervous for any reason, climb out and do 
some horizontal figure eights over the field. When you 
calm down, try again. Don’t push yourself to try again 
too soon. Take your time. 
 Do not fly too far away as it is easy to get 
disorientated. This is especially true when the sun is 
low on the horizon and the aircraft becomes a 
silhouette. 
 If you are using dual rates, return to high rate before 
entering the landing pattern. Do a couple of turns to 
adapt to the greater sensitivity again. 
 On flat bottom wing trainer planes: Low speed 
handling (banking characteristics can be improved by 
raising each aileron an 1/8" or so. It makes the "up" 
aileron more effective. 
 Installing larger (3"+) wheels on your trainer will: 

1. Make taxiing in grass easier. 
2. Improve your visual orientation in the air. 
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3. Improve your landings as gear won't bend as 
easily. 

 Maintain your flight path. Do not make any erratic 
maneuvers to avoid faster, more maneuverable 
overtaking aircraft (experienced pilots etc.). It is their 
responsibility to avoid you. However, make a 
conscientious effort to not be a hazard either. 
 If it is obvious that you are going to crash, kill the 
power to minimize damage. 
 If for any reason an aircraft is in trouble and headed 
for the pit area or spectators: Do your best to kill the 
power and ditch it. Don't try to save it. Planes are 
cheaper than people. It's a small sacrifice to make. 
 If your aircraft does go down in the field or trees-
Don't move! Note where you are standing, and pick a 
far distance reference point or object. Follow a straight 
line in your search and rescue effort. 
 If you are searching in the trees, listen to aircraft 
overhead to orient yourself to the flight line and 

runway. It's a jungle out there. 
 When you do recover a crashed aircraft, be sure to 
pick up every last part, piece and splinter. You'll be 
glad you did when you decide to rebuild it after the 
shock wears off. All those little pieces can be glued 
together to make templates to create replacement 
parts. 
 After each flight, immediately reset the elevator trim 
to the "full fuel tank" position. Otherwise you 
probably won't remember until you are about 10 feet 
off the ground on the next take-off. (And headed 
back down to mother earth!) 
 Even long after you've soloed, don't be afraid to ask 
for additional help or instruction. That's what we're 
here for!!!!!!! 

If you have news or ideas for articles you would like to 
see, you can email me at jedweb@charter.net or call me at 

763-263-3577. Jean Davids
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